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DSEI 2015 IS NOW TWO WEEKS AWAY

Dear XXXXXXXXXX,

DSEI 2015 is now two weeks away. This year’s event will host the largest display of platforms, systems, equipment and technologies designed to meet established and emerging threats in the defense and security domain. Find the latest news from the event below.
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International pavilions >>
High level briefings >>
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Access your Visitor Portal

With two weeks to go before DSEI 2015, it is the time to start planning your visit at the show. Log in to your Visitor Portal to view the full exhibitor list and seminar programmes as well as accessing your online diary and meeting request functionality.

www.dsei.co.uk/visitorportal

Username: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Password: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Sector specific zone updates

Dedicated themed zones will make it easier for visitors to meet exhibitors and
discover solutions that are most relevant to them. There are individual zones for **Air**; **Land**; **Medical Innovation**; **Naval**, including visiting ships and waterborne demonstrations in the dock adjacent to the exhibition halls; **Security & Special Forces**; and **Unmanned**.

The exhibits on stands are complemented by static display areas and a strong demonstration programme: Apache, Merlin, Puma 2, Sea King and Wildcat helicopters; Eurofighter Typhoon multi-role combat aircraft; and ScanEagle and Watchkeeper UAVs are all part of the **Air** static displays.

In the **Land Static Display** area, the new ‘Future Soldier Systems Showcase’ will display land focused capabilities, and will be a forum to discuss new technologies, trends in combat clothing, tactical requirements for national soldier systems and other key issues.

The Royal Victoria Dock will host **eight visiting ships** including: a Royal Navy Type 23 Frigate, Royal Navy River Class Offshore Patrol Vessel, Royal Navy Hunt Class MCMV, German Navy K 130 Corvette FGD Ludwigshafen, Belgian Navy – 52 metre Coastal Patrol Vessel BNS Castor, a Canadian Navy Frigate, an Indian Navy Frigate and VN Partisan – Training vessel.

As part of the **Security and Special Forces Zone**, a new Cyber Zone is being launched for 2015 to cover the rapidly evolving challenges within the cyber domain.

The 2015 **Unmanned Zone** will host the complete spectrum of unmanned system designers and manufacturers for all applications and developments across all of the military and security sectors, many of which are first time exhibitors displaying innovative solutions.

The enlarged **Medical Innovation Zone** will host a twice-daily programme of practical demonstrations on the latest advances in patient care from the point of injury or illness through the entire treatment pathway to rehabilitation. As well as a demonstration of the Sierra Leone treatment process.

View the **exhibitor list** confirmed at DSEI 2015 or **log into your Visitor Portal** to view the full detailed list of exhibitors.

**Solutions from all over the world**

DSEI will host **40 international pavilions**, where visitors can build partnerships with companies from established and emerging markets around the world. Countries exhibiting for the first time include Malaysia, Latvia and Lithuania. Nations returning to this year's edition include Australia, Brazil, Chile, France,
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Germany, Holland, India, Israel, Italy and Switzerland.  A number of pavilions are expanding for 2015, including those of the UK, Turkey, Japan and South Korea, and the US pavilion is set to be the largest ever.

**High level briefings**

DSEI will host the strongest ever speaker line up, with 300 high level keynotes and presenters, including Ministerial briefings from:

- **Rt Hon Michael Fallon MP,**  
  UK Secretary of State for Defence

- **Philip Dunne MP,**  
  Minister of State for Defence Procurement

For the first time, all the Service Chiefs of Staff:

- **Admiral Sir George Zambellas,**  
  First Sea Lord and Chief of the Naval Staff of the Royal Navy
Other senior military from around the world speaking at the event include:

- **Lt Gen Alexander Schnitger**, Commander, Royal Netherlands Air Force
- **Rear Admiral Tony Dalton**, Head Helicopters, Unmanned Aerial Systems and Guided Weapons Division (HUG-D), Australian Defence Organisation
- **Professor Jim Bergeron**, POLAD MARCOM, Associated Fellow RUSI
- **Admiral Carlos Ortega**, Mexican Navy

View more details on the [content programme at DSEI 2015](#) or [log into the Visitor Portal](#) to view the full seminar timings and speaker information.

Access these high level briefings by [registering](#) for DSEI 2015 now.

We look forward to welcoming you to DSEI 2015,

**The DSEI Team**
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Visitors and exhibitors should be aware that the purchase, procurement or brokering of any exhibit or promoted item on display at DSEI may require the granting of a strategic export license from the relevant UK government organisation. For more information and to access a copy of the legislation please see the guide on the Export Control Order 2008 on the ECO website. Visit the DSEI website for more information.